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 I am going to make A: There are three (and only three!) different hole sizes in a standard no-groove Phillips screw. 1) The
smallest hole is 1/8". It has a diameter of ~0.5 mm. 2) The "medium" hole is 1/4". It has a diameter of ~0.75 mm. 3) The

"largest" hole is 3/8". It has a diameter of ~1.25 mm. (You can drill all three at once, or do them sequentially.) After screwing a
head into the 3/8" hole, the screw's head has to be pulled down all the way, so it can be completely covered by the nut. If your
nut is too large for the hole in the screw, the screw won't fit at all. If your nut is too small, it won't be able to completely cover

the head of the screw and you'll have to loosen it repeatedly to pull the head down. Once the screw is threaded all the way down,
your nut will press on the head, but not be able to completely cover the head. One size doesn't fit all. Is the nut too large? Is the

washer too large? Is the nut too tight? Is the washer too tight? Is the screw too short? Is the screw too long? Is the screw too
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skinny? Is the screw too thin? Is the screw too dense? Is the screw too weak? Is the screw not strong enough? Is the washer too
loose? Is the washer too thick? Is the washer too short? Is the washer too fat? Is the nut too close to the washer? Is the nut too

far from the washer? Is the washer too close to the nut? Is the screw too close to the nut? Is the screw too far from the washer?
Is the nut too small? Is the nut too big? Is the washer too big? Is the washer too small? Is the screw too close to the washer? Is

the screw too far from the nut? Is the screw too far from the washer 520fdb1ae7
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